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Measurements of the absolute value of the penetration depth in high- Tc
superconductors using a low- Tc superconductive coating
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A method is presented to measure the absolute value of the London penetration depth,l(T50),
from the frequency shift of a resonator. The technique involves coating a high-Tc superconductor
with film of low-Tc material of known thickness and penetration depth. The method is applied
to obtain l(YBa2Cu3O72d)'14606150 Å, l(Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d)'26906150 Å and
l(Pr1.85Ce0.15CuO42d)'27906150 Å. l(YBa2Cu3O72d) from this method is very close to that
obtained by several other techniques. For both Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d and Pr1.85Ce0.15CuO42d the values
exceed those obtained by other methods. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.
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The London penetration depth,l(T), is a basic param-
eter of the superconducting state. For the sub-mm sized c
tals characteristic of high-Tc work, measurements of th
resonant frequency shift of a microwave cavity1,2 or tunnel
diode oscillator3–5 currently provide a resolution of order 0.
Å for changes in the penetration depth,Dl[l(T)
2l(Tmin ). However, the usual resonator approach does
provide the absolute magnitude ofl. This shortcoming arises
from various experimental uncertainties and is not an inh
ent limitation of the technique. As we show in this paper,
plating samples with a thin superconducting film, it is po
sible to use a resonator to obtain bothDl(T) and l(Tmin)
simultaneously. The zero-temperature penetration de
l(0) can be obtained by extrapolation toT50. Together,
l(0) andDl(T) determine the normalized superfluid de
sity rs(T)5@11Dl(T)/l(0)#22, the quantity directly re-
lated to the electromagnetic response of the supercondu
No new physical model is required to obtainl(T) from the
data, unlike the case with techniques such asmSR or revers-
ible magnetization. Our method has been tested on si
crystals of YBa2Cu3O72d ~YBCO!, Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d

~BSCCO!, and Pr1.85Ce0.15CuO42d ~PCCO! and compared
with values ofl(T) obtained from other techniques.

It is worthwhile first discussing why resonator metho
cannot normally determine the absolute penetration de
We focus on a lumped LC resonator but the ideas also h
for a distributed device such as a microwave cavity. In
absence of a superconducting sample the empty resonan
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quency is 2p f 051/ALC. When a superconducting sample
inserted into the resonator, flux is expelled from the sam
volume, thus decreasing the stored magnetic field ene
Wm5LI 2/2 and, therefore, inductanceL. For a platelet
sample of thickness 2d in the z direction and mean plana
dimensions 2w32w in the x–y plane, this leads to an in
crease of the frequency by an amountD f [ f (T)2 f (0) given
by9

D f

f 0
5

Vs

2V0~12N! F12
l

R
tanh

R

l G . ~1!

Here Vs is the sample volume,V0 is the effective vol-
ume of the resonator,N is the demagnetization factor, an
the field is applied along thez direction.R is the effective
sample dimension which depends upon field orientation r
tive to the sample and sample geometry.4 For the standard
‘‘Meissner’’ configuration in which the field is applied par
allel to the surface of an infinite slab,N50 andR5d. For
the geometry used here, in which the alternating current~ac!
field is normal to the face of a platelet,R'w/5.4

The measurement process is sketched in Fig. 1. The
perconducting sample is inserted into the resonator, resu
in a change in frequencyD f 0 . For typical high-Tc supercon-
ductor~HTSC! samplesD f 0;104 Hz. In principle, ifR were
known precisely then one could use Eq.~1! together with the
measuredD f 0 to determinel(0). Unfortunately, there are
several sources of error. First, the accuracy with whichD f 0

can be determined is limited by repeatability. Extracting a
re-inserting the samplein situ typically leads to an error of
d f 0;10 Hz out of a totalD f ;104. This ‘‘static’’ uncer-
tainty is shown by the gray band in Fig. 1. According to E
2 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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~1!, the difference between a perfectly diamagnetic sam
and one with finitel is only f 0(12l/R)'30 Hz for a typi-
cal YBCO crystal whereR>50mm and l(0)50.15mm
which is comparable to the static uncertainty,d f 0'10 Hz.
Furthermore, inserting and extracting the sample gives
value ofD f 0 already reduced by finitel(0). Other methods
for estimatingD f 0 using a ball3 or a replica of the sample
made from low-Tc material2 lead to ‘‘static’’ uncertainty be-
tween different runs as well as errors related to differen
between the real sample and the substitute. Realistic sam
are irregular and have dimensions which are uncertain
much more thanl(T). They may also have demagnetizin
effects which are taken account of by Eq.~1! but which itself
involves approximations forR. It is therefore not feasible to
measure l(T) using resonator frequency shifts in th
straightforward manner outlined. Despite this limitation
accuracy, the precision with which changes inl can be mea-
sured is much higher. This is illustrated in Fig. 1 by t
changed f upon warming the sample from low to intermed
ate temperature. In this case the sample stays fixed so
temperature-independent static uncertainty is irrelev
Only the oscillator noise matters, which is typically 200
times smaller than the static uncertainty. It is therefore
perative to adopt a technique that keeps the sample fixe

Our method is illustrated in Fig. 2. The sample und
study is plated with a conventional lowTc superconductor,
in this case an Al film. The film thicknesst should be larger
than l(Al) but much smaller than the normal state sk
depth of Al ('3 mm at the operating frequency of 10 MHz!.

Using l5H21*0
`B(x)dx we find that for T,Tc(Al)

the magnetic field penetrates tol@T,Tc(Al) #5l(Al)
1exp@2t/l(Al) #@l(HTSC)2l(Al) #. Above Tc(Al) the
penetration depth isl@T.Tc(Al) #5t1l(HTSC). Con-
verting the frequency change D f 5 f @T.Tc(Al) #
2 f @T,Tc(Al) # to a change in the effective penetratio
depth,Dl, using Eq.~1!, we obtain

l~HTSC!5l~Al !1
Dl2t

12exp@2t/l~Al !#
. ~2!

The errors in this method arise from uncertainties in
film thickness t, the resonator calibration constant a
l(Al). Literature values for the effective penetration dep
of aluminum films,l(Al) 'lL(Al) Aj(0)/l range from 400
to 600 Å.6 Here, the BCS coherence lengthj(0)
'16 000 Å, the mean free path,l '1000 Å, and the London
penetration depthlL(Al) '160 Å. We choose the commonl
accepted value,l(Al) '5006100 Å. The Al film was 800
650 Å thick. Uncertainty in the calibration constant gives

FIG. 1. Frequency shifts encountered in resonance measurements. The
uncertaintyd f 0 is usually greater than the frequency shift due to finitel(0).
Relative frequency shiftd f is independent ofd f 0 and permits accurate
measurements ofDl.
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additional error of about 10 Å giving a total error of approx
mately 6150 Å. It can be further reduced by choosing d
ferent coating materials, which will give additional indepe
dent reference points and by varying the thickness of
coating layer. A related method, employing a SQUID ma
netometer and a thin Cd layer, was used to determinel in
heavy fermion compounds.7 However, the sensitivity was no
sufficient for high-Tc samples.

l was measured in three different high temperature
perconductors, YBCO, BSCCO, and PCCO. YBCO cryst
were grown in yttria stabilized zirconia crucibles a
described8 and annealed to achieve maximalTc'93 K.9

BSCCO samples where grown using a floating zone proc
and hadTc'89.5 K.10 Single crystals of PCCO were grow
using directional solidification technique and annealed in
gon to achieveTc'22.5 K.1 The aluminum coating was ap
plied with a magnetron sputtering system with 5 cm rota
Al target ~99.999% purity!. Sputtering was conducted in a
argon atmosphere and was homogeneous over 20 cm2. The
Al layer thickness,t, was calibrated using a Inficon XTC
with 6 MHz gold quartz crystal and later directly measur
using scanning electron microscopy edge imaging of a b
ken sample.

The measurement technique utilized a 10 MHz tun
diode oscillator whose specifications have been repo
previously.4 Samples were mounted on a movable sapph
stage whose temperature could be varied from 0.35 to 10
The low base temperature was crucial in order to obtain
full frequency shift due to the diamagnetism of the Al film

We first present experiments in YBCO single crysta
Previous work has shown thatl(0) is anisotropic with
la(0)51600 Å andlb(0)5800 Å.2 Since supercurrents fo
theHic orientation flow along botha andb axes, we obtain
an average ofla and lb . Two crystals, plated in separat
evaporation runs, were measured. The first is shown in
3. Note that the contribution due to the Al film is subtract
using Eq.~2! and therefore theDl(T) curve begins at nega
tive values. Thus, atT5Tc(Al), l(HTSC)@Tc(Al) # is ob-
tained. Linear extrapolation toT50 yields l(YBCO)
'1390 Å. A second YBCO sample, shown in Fig. 4, ga
l~0!'1460 Å. These values should be compared to th
obtained frommSR, 1405692 Å,11 1550 Å,12 1586–1699
Å;13 polarized neutron reflectometry, 14006100 Å;14 mag-
netic susceptibility of grain-aligned powder, 1400 Å15 and
infrared spectroscopy, 1440 Å.16 Since the Al plating in its
normal state is transparent to the 10 MHz field, it is possi

tatic

FIG. 2. Field penetration above and below transition temperature of Al fi
~a! T,Tc(Al): magnetic field penetrates onlyl(Al). ~b! T.Tc(Al): mag-
netic field penetrates the Al layer and HTSC superconductorl(HTSC).
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to monitor dl(T)/dT of YBCO for T.Tc(Al). This is an
important check since the Al coating might change the s
face properties of the cuprate enough to alter its penetra
depth. For the samples in Figs. 3 and 4,dl/dT'4.95 Å/K,
and 5.10 Å/K, respectively, which are somewhat larger th
the reported value of 4.3 Å/K~Refs. 2 and 3! obtained in the
Hiab configuration, but within the error of our measur
ments on these samples in theHiab configuration without
plating.

The inset to Fig. 3 shows the penetration depth variat
while warming the sample aboveTc(Al). The measured
Tc(Al) '1.69 K is significantly larger than the bulk valu
Tc(Al) '1.18 K. This increase could be due to a proxim
effect,17 but could also be caused by disorder and alte
chemical composition of the aluminum film.

Figure 4 summarizes the measurements for all three
prates. For BSCCO-2212 crystal we obtainedl(BSCCO)
'2690 Å, which can be compared to data from: reversi
magnetization,l'2100 Å;18 mSR,l'1800 Å;19 and lower
critical field measurements,l'2700 Å.20 We obtained a lin-
ear variation ofl(T) with a dl/dT'11.7 Å/K, compared to
dl/dT'10.5 Å/K in previous microwave andmSR.21,22 To
within our precision, it appears that the Al plating has
effect on the underlying cuprate superconductor.

The uppermost curve in Fig. 4 shows the results for
electron-doped cuprate superconductor, PCCO. This mat
has been cited as an example of a cuprates-wave supercon-
ductor. Recent measurements with higher resolution
lower temperatures have shown thatl(T)}T2, indicative of
a nodal order parameter in the presence of impu
scattering.5 This is shown in the figure withdl/dT
'4.38 Å/K2. We find l(0)'2790 Å. Measurements o
Hc15F0 /@4pl(0)2# ln k have reportedl(0)'1000 Å.23

Our approach is arguably more reliable since no vortices
involved, thus eliminating possible surface barrier effects

In conclusion, we have developed a new technique
measurel(T) in high-Tc superconductors. The estimated a
curacy of6150 Å is limited by uncertainties in the thicknes
and penetration depth of the Al coating.

The authors thank P. J. Hirschfeld for pointing out R
7. Work at Urbana was supported by the Science and Te
nology Center for Superconductivity Grant No. NSF-DM
91-20000. Work at Maryland was supported by NSF Gr
No. NSF-DMR 97-32736. Work at Argonne was support

FIG. 3. Penetration depth in single crystal YBCO calculated from Eq.~2!.
Inset: Temperature range in which Al becomes normal.
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